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Volume 75, Issue 39

Too close for comfort

TWBGNt»i/ThaN«

BG's Tom Breitigam (41) squares off with Toledo's Troy Parker during BG's
10-9 victory. BG's defense stopped Toledo's two point conversion attempt
late in the game to secure the win.
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Cooper job status secure Falcons weather
Mercy's storm
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Coach John Cooper will
keep his job through the end of the season, when
his contract will be reviewed "as a matter of routine," Ohio State University president Gordon Gee
said.
A caller to a radio show on Saturday asked Gee if
the coach would lose his job if the team loses a
game before playing Michigan Nov. 21.
"I think you can count on coach Cooper being
here through the Michigan game," Gee said.
Later, when a reporter asked if his answer im-

plied that Cooper was in trouble after the season,
Gee said athletic director Jim Jones would review
Cooper's performance.
"It's just a matter of routine," said Gee, who
added he would have input in the review.
"The only issue is that when we lost a couple of
games, some people were unhappy," Gee said.
"Our issue is that we need to show support."
Ohio State has lost to Wisconsin and Illinois this
season. On Saturday, the Buckeyes beat Northwestern 31-7 to move to 4-2 overall and 1-2 in the
Big Ten.
Cooper, in his fifth season as coach at Ohio State,
has a 31-20-2 overall record.

by Randy Setter
sports writer

The only thing that could beat
the Falcon soccer team Sunday
afternoon was the weather or
themselves. The sleet and 20
m.p.h. winds affected the play
somewhat, but the Falcons still
found themselves on the winning
end of a 3-1 victory over the University of Detroit Mercy.
"I was a littleT
concerned with
the weather
conditions and
trying to play
our style in the
difficult
weather conditions,"coach
Gary Palmisano said. "They
didn't press us
Palmlsano
by any means and really gave us
room to play and knock it
around." Midfielder Mike Kelly
opened the scoring for the Falcons, executing a perfect giveand-go with forward Rob MarteUa Kelly gave the ball to Martella who crossed it ahead to Kelly
who was free for the header. The
goal, scored at 49:44, marked
Kelly's second of the season.
Mart el la was credited with the
assist.
"He was coming through the
middle and I pushed the ball
through to Robbie, Robbie served
up a great cross and I found myself alone out front for the

header." "Good service and a
good header,"goaltender Dan
Traver added.
Detroit Mercy tied the game at
one when midfielder Jon Ostrowski struck from twelve yards out
after a blocked kick. Ostrowski
found the lower left corner of the
net on his strike, beating Traver.
The goal, scored at 57:02. Midfielder Dario Rauker and backfielder Danny Babic were credited with the assists.
Midfielder Justen Harman regained the lead as he scored BG's
second goal at 67:02, his first goal
of the season. Midfielder Brian
Ferguson threaded the defenders
with a through ball to Harman
who went one-on-one with Detroit's goalkeeper Jason Wood.
Harman dribbled in and struck
the ball into the right comer of
the net over Wood as he dove to
stop the ball.
Bob Boyle spun and onetouched the ball - all in one motion from the top of the 18-yard
box -- and found the right-hand
corner of the net. Martella
played the ball in to Brian Lord,
who put it on Boyle's feet. The
goal was scored at 77:41 and was
Boyle's eighth of the season for
his 23rd point. Martella and Lord
were credited with the assists.
The Falcon defense did the
rest, holding Detroit to two shots
on goal, which Traver stopped
with ease, and five total shots.
Detroit was denied the opportunity to take any comer kicks.

Monday Night
FOOTBALL
*10 ft. TV SCREEN*
vs.
PITTSBURGH
Steelers

CINCINNATI
Bengals
Huntington's
University
Account
Rates An A+

9 p.m.
Huntmgton
Banks

0« Hur%igietffi«rK*wB«r*»» iMHl#Hi^nnt9am^*9m*m^<*tot*>k*>r^B*twmvKtiocrm*J ci9»rfc*«r«^OM<ar«rwicco'pota«M«rOirFDiC

Specials on Beer, Tacos & Hot Dogs.

104 S. MAIN

353-0988
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Falcons maintain
first place status
by Steve Seasly
assistant sports editor

The women's volleyball team
stands in first place after it completed the first round of its MidAmerican Conference schedule
this weekend by defeating Akron
on Friday and Kent State on Saturday.
The Falcons
ambushed Akron 15-3, 15-9,
15-8 and then
turned in a
lackluster performance
against Kent,
but managed to
win with ease
Van DeW
14-16.' 155lT:
«"e
The set of wins raises BG's record to 9-0 in the conference and
16-4 overall.

Facing Akron, BG used a total
team effort to manhandle the
overmatched Zips. The Falcons
sent an early warning to the Zips
by dominating the first game and
never letting the match out of its
control.
"We were in control the entire
match," coach Denise Van' De
Walle said Friday. "Everybody
did a nice job for us tonight. We
controlled the net, served tough
and passed well. We were confident and relaxed. Akron played
like the underdog and we focused
well on the match."
Senior Angellette Love led BG
with 13 kills and a .600 hitting
percentage. Senior Mitzi Sanders
and junior Nicky Mudrak provided offensive support with 12
kills each. Setter Carey Amos
had a match-high 49 assists and a
team-high 14 digs.
Collectively, the Falcons possessed 57 kills compared to Akron's 30. The Zips connected on
only .135 percent of its attack attempts. BG had a .392 hitting
percentage for the match.
Alumni Day was featured during the Kent match on Saturday,
and a number of current Falcons
showed they will also be distinguished alums someday.
One of those is Sanders. She
provided consistent offensive
presence that allowed an unfocused BG squad to defeat a determined Kent club. Sanders had
17 kills with a .412 attack percentage, 16 digs and a matchhigh 7 blocks.

"Mitzi had a nice night. She
mixed her shots up well and hit a
hard ball. At the net, she looked
strong and did a great job blocking," Van De Walle said.
In game one, a complacent Falcon squad fell behind early 2-7 as
BG was passing poorly and being
outplayed by an agressive Kent
team. Defense led the Falcons
back as Julie Fortkamp and Sanders shored up play at the net.
Holli Costein put BG up to stay
12-11 with one of her match-high
19 kills. Amos sealed the game
with a kill of her own as the Falcons were fortunate to grab the
initial game.
"We played out of focus tonight
and Kent played hard and really
wanted to win," Van De Walle
said after the game. "We lost our
concentration and Alumni Day
was on our minds."
BG began to heat up in game
two as Mudrak pitted BG to an
early 3-1 lead with one of her 17
kills. Kent tied the game at 9-9
when Colleen Griffith slammed a
kill past the BG defense. The
Falcons then went on a 6-0 spurt
to conclude the game.
In game three, Kent battled
back and forth with a lackluster
BG unit. BG trailed 8-11 when
Kent's Griffith placed a serve between two Falcon defenders. The
Brown and Orange battled back
to take the lead on a kill by Jessica Andrasko that made the
score 14-13. However, BG's unforced errors caught up with
them and Kent won the game
when Nicole Parry hit a service
winner.
"We went through the motions
out there. We expected to win
and Kent played very well," Van
De Walle said.
The Falcons raised their level
of play a notch in game four and
outlasted a tired Kent club. BG
took control of the match when
Sanders and Fortkamp teamed
up on a block to put the Falcons
ahead to stay 9-8. Andrasko finished the match with her third
kill of the evening.
"We picked our level of play up
when we had to," Van De Walle
said. "It Is unusual that we can
play poorly and still win matches.
Not many teams can do that."
Love notched a match-high 23
digs on the evening. As a team,
BG had 74 kills compared to
Kent's 59.

The BG Nc«i/Tlm Nomum

Falcon Mitzi Sanders attempts to place the ball around tbe block of Kent's Ellen Bradley (7) and Rashelle Maggert (13) during BG's victory over the Golden Flashes this weekend. Sanders had 17 kills
and a .412 attack percentage for the evening.

I WHAT IS
J CHOLESTEROL?
Cholesterol is a tatty substance
lound in animal tissue Primary
sources ot cholesterol in the American diet are tatty meats, egg yolks,
and whole milk dairy products Cholesterol is essential for certain body
processes, but the amount the body
manufactures is sufficient lor these
needs High levels ol cholesterol m
the bloodstream are associated with
a higher nsk of heart disease and
stroke This risk can be reduced by
adopting an eating pattern moderate
in cholesterol-containing foods and
saturated (animal) tats, which can increase Ihe cholesterol level in the
blood Contact your local American
Heart Association for more
information

Resumes that
really work
The right introduction can make all the difference when
you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you
create a resume package that introduces you in a
professional way.
I Formal and design assistance
• Typesetting
• Reproduction on fine
stationery
► Affordable prices
■ ^m ^m Ma

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE
free to Residents of

WINTHROP
TERRACE
along with

• 3 great locations
• Free heat & water
• 24 hr. maintenance
• Laundromats

• 1 & 2 bedroom Apts.
• 1 & 2 full baths
Taking Applications for
2nd Semester

352-9135

IM OM HB

^m ^m ^m ■

Save $5.00 on a
professional resume package
Professional resume package includes one page typeset and
saved on disk. 25 copies on fine stationery, 25 matching blank
sheets (for cover letters), and 25 envelopes (#10). One coupon per
customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with other offers. Good
through December 31, 1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad Si
(Behind Myles Pizza)

kinko's
the copy center
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Falcons sneak past Rockets, 10-9
Wou Ilard sack
stalls UT
two-point
conversion
by Glen Lubber!
sports editor

Who can be wise, amazed,
temperate, injurious, loyal and
neutral, in a moment? Shakespeare, "MacBeth," Act I, Scene
HI.
TOLEDO - The weight of a decision can be overbearing, but
for University of Toledo head
coach Gary Pinkel it was a burden he couldn't wish upon his
worst enemy. It was a choice that
cost the Rockets its second
straight loss to Bowling Green as
the Falcons snuck by UT, 10-9.
Trailing 10-3
with 10:04 left
in the game,
the Rockets
started a drive
sparked by
four running
plays by tailback Casey
McBeth that
gained 20 yards
Pinkel
and put UT on
the Falcon's 29-yard line. Four
plays later, Mc"eth made a
12-yard run to give the Rockets
their first touchdown and
McBeth 117 total rushing yards.
The score was 10-9, and Pinkel
had a choice to make. With 6:43
remaining in the game, enough
time for another score by either

lid's Jeff Rottingbaus (57) sacks Toledo quarterback Kevin
Mcger during BG's 10-9 victory this weekend. Meger completed
team, the decision was between
kicking an extra point to tie the
game and try to score again, or
attempting a two-point conversion and forcing the Falcons to
score.
On the surface, the easier of
the two would be kicking an extra
point, but against the Falcons,
who blocked six kicking attempts
last season and three this season,

FREE Shampoo

it could prove very difficult. So,
Pinkel went with the two-point
conversion, a decision that would
always be questioned.
"We went In to win that football
game," Pinkel said. "A tie wasn't
going to help us at all."
Rocket quarterback Kevin
Meger rolled out as his receivers
flew into the end zone for the
pass that would win the game. It
never came. BG inside linebacker Jason Woullard drove in
from the right side to sack Meger
and ground UTs hopes for a victory.
"The play itself was totally my

only 13 of 31 passes for 1S6 yards.
fault," Meger said. "They came
out in a defense where we can't
block anyone and they brought a
kid off the corner. I have to
throw the ball on time - three
steps and throw it. And I didn't,
and we paid the price for it."
The price was the Rockets'
third loss of the season, dropping
their record to 1-3 in the MidAmerican Conference and 3-3
overall. Bowling Green remains
undefeated in the conference
after four games and 5-2 overall
and Is the only MAC team without a loss. The Toledo victory
was a major hurdle in the Fal-

TIMEX

FITNESS
WEEK

When you fill out a
J.C. Penney's charge
application receive

PRESENTED BY

a FREE bottle of
Paul Mitchell
Shampoo.

OCTOBER 19-25,1992

("Bowling Green store only.)

JC Penney

Woodland
Mall i

Howling
(irven

SET YOUR WATCHES FOR TIUEX FITNESS WEEK AT THE
STUDENT REC CENTER!!
M 10/19
Introduction to weights & warin up
T 10/20
Timex Condition Competition
W 10/21
Poker Run/Walk/Swim
TH 10/22
World's Largest Aerobic Class
F 10/23
Mini-Triathlon
Call 372-7482 or 372-2711 for more information!
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cons' pursuit of the Las Vegas
Bowl in December.
"We played pretty much in the
second half the way we played in
the first half and that is, we
didn't capitalize on a lot of opportunities," head coach Gary
Blackney said. "We made far too
many mistakes against an outstanding football team. I do think
a lot of credit should be given to
Toledo and their coaching staff
and their players because they
played us as hard as anyone's
played us this year. And we knew
that would happen because of
this great rivalry."
Perhaps both teams were
raised to another level of play by
the competition, neither conceding defeat until the end. Without
any hope, or much time, the
Rockets made another scoring
attempt with 1:46 remaining In
the fourth quarter.
After falling to convert on a
third down play with 1:57 remaining, the Falcons' Rob Donahue
shanked a 12-yard punt out of
bounds on the Toledo 42. Meger
took the opportunity to correct
his untimely error of just two
minutes past by driving to the
BG 32 and setting up Toledo's
Rusty Hanna for a 39-yard attempt. It was short.
"We had a chance, but it was an
awful tough distance for Rusty,"
Pinkel said. "That's a long kick.
He's made those in practice. If
you make it, you jump around
and feel like a million bucks, and
if you don't, you feel like I do
right now."
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Goal line defensive stand
carries Falcons over UT
Meger. BG sacked Meger six backer Vince Palko said. "My
times and rushed him out of the adrealin was going and I knew
pocket throughout the game.
they weren't going to get in."
O'Brien tallied three sacks for
The sophomore linebacker was
TOLEDO - Football is often re- 36 yards lost, running up his to- right, as UT only netted two
ferred to as gridiron warfare.
tals over the last two games, to yards on four tries with Palko
If football is warfare, then six sacks for 68 yards in losses.
making the last stop on a McBeth
Bowling Green's 10-9 victory
"I know he's [Meger] a little fourth and one plunge into the
over the University of Toledo
was won in the trenches.
"We played hard, but not perfect by any
The Falcon-Rockets contest
stretch of the imagination. The goal line
was highlighted with confrontations on both sides of the ball, instand was big. It was a classic defensive
cluding a battle between UTs
struggle against two pretty good offensive
All American right defensive
end Dan Williams and BG left
football teams."
tackle Joe Wyse and company.
Williams, who leads the Rockets in tackles behind the line of
Blackney
Gary Blackney, head coach
scrimmage, was limited to only
eight stops, one for a loss.
"I played different than I ever quicker than I am, so I had to middle of the BG defense.
have before," Wyse said. "I take the proper pursuit angles to
"We played hard, but not perwasn't as aggressive as I usually chase him down," O'Brien said. fect by any stretch of the imagiam. I knew I couldn't stop him, "Our defensive line did a great nation," coach Gary Blackney.
but I knew I had to slow him job of pushing back their line and "The goal line stand was big. It
down and I got a lot of help from giving our linebackers an oppor- was a classic defensive struggle
the guards and tight ends.
tunity to get in there and make against two pretty good offensive
"Dan's a great player. He's the the tackles."
football teams."
best guy I've ever played against.
O'Brien's words were never
Blackney's coaching counterAnd I've played against Ohio more evident than at the end of part, Gary Pinkel, though dissapState and Wisconsin and it's not the second quarter when the pointed. coulnd't have agreed
even close-he's exceptional."
Rockets had a first and goal from more.
In fact, the Rockets, who claim the Falcon's three yard line with
the defensive line as the strong time running out in the first half.
"It was a real good defensive
It was there where BG's de- football game if you want to look
point of their defensive unit,
were only able to sacked quar- fense dug in and rose to the occa- at it like that," Pinkel said. "O'terback Erik White twice.
sion.
Brien is a very good player, he
On the other side of the coin,
"When they're driving on us to causes problems and we had
the Falcon pass rush, led by the goal line and we have our some trouble there.
senior outside line- backs against the wall, I person"I thought we did a better job
backe/defensive end Kevin O'ally like to be in that situation in the second half. We got
Brien, was able to badger UTs because I know our defense can [sacked] them some times and
elusive quarterback Kevin rise to the occasion," inside line- they got us."
by Erik Pupillo
assistant sports editor

• • • TUBA • • • TROMBONE • • • FRENCH HORN • • •
COME ANP 'TOOT" YOUR OWN HORN!
IN
the Spring Concert or University Band ALL instruments are welcome and if
you have an interest in participating in one of these ensembles please contact:
BONNIE BESS, SECRETARY

UNIVERSITY BANDS
VylOlO MUSICAL ARTS, 372-2\SbJ

page fiv

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
4" x 6" Big Shot
Color Prints...
No Extra Charge!

6" x 8" Color c
Enlargements
4x6 Big Shot
Color Prints
BG Store Only—Same Day Service

Exp. 3/19/92

B.G.S.T. EXP.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
WED. OCT. 21, 8:00 P.M.

PERCUSSION

EUPHONIUM

CLARINET

599

12
EXP.

See us lor available processing !ime
Good 011 35 mm C 41 process 4' 16' color
24
ptinls only COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
ORDER Ihis coupon not valid wilh any EXP.
cl'ii 1 oil.,' 1 1 J\\ pel coupon 4,6 pnnls
IIJI.K.III.IIJH' in I hour
36

JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO!
BRYAN RECITAL HALL, MUSICAL ARTS BUILDING OR CALL 372-2186
Credit available... non music major welcome

$375

399

11"

Your Assurance of Quality

EBLGERIBBON PHOTO 5
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N. Main, B.Q. (across trom Uplown)

Ph. 353-4244

Open Mon.-Frl. 9-8; Sal. 9-5; Sun 12-9

II

1 I I I I 1

1-800-332-AIDS
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BG leers capture opener
by Randy Setter
sports writer
Three words stood out admist
the scrawlings on the markerboard in the Falcon hockey
locker room: wild, crazy, poised.
Defenseman
Glen Mears
elaborated,
"That's our
equipment
manager, he
puts that up all
the time. Go
wild, play
crazy, and be
poised about it.
That's our moYork
tto."
The Falcons lived up to their
motto and decimated the visiting
Toronto Varsity Blues 8-1 in their
home opener Friday night in
front of 3,865 fans.
The team, short on experience
but high on enthusiasm, held
Toronto's offense in check, forcing turnovers and creating
offensive opportunities.
"I'm impressed with our
quickness and our hockey
smarts," coach Jerry York said.
"The upperclass kids have returned in good shape and we've
got a real good infusion of young
talent."
Mears praised the Falcon defense and answered doubters
who thought the departure of
Ken Klee meant the departure of
the Falcon defense.
"A lot of people were saying
since Kenny's gone, we wouldn't
have good defense, but we took it
to heart and proved to people that
we can do it," Mears said.
BG lit the lamp first with a

Free Pizza
and

Monday Night
Football
9-11 p.m.

0%

backhand by center Brian Holzinger through the legs of the
Varsity Blues goaltender Paul
Henriques. Freshman left wing
Mike Hall slid the puck past Holzinger in front of the net while
fending off a defenseman behind
the net. Mears picked up an assist on the goal which came at
8:49.
Defenseman Brandon Carper
found the net on a one-time blast
for a power play goal. Tom
Glantz fired the initial shot,
stopped by Henriques at close
range, creating a rebound out to
Carper. Freshman forward Mark
Lindsay tallied an assist along
with Glantz on the goal at 15:26.
Freshman right wing Jason
Helbing scored 23 seconds later,
using a Varsity Blues defenseman as a turnstile enroute to the
score. Defenseman Todd Reirden
set up Helbing with a lead pass,
allowing Helbing to streak to the
net where he powered around the
defender and beat the goaltender
to the short side. The goal came
at 15:49, with Reirden picking up
the lone assist.
With the score 34) after the
first period, defenseman Jeff
Wells spun around and put a low
shot on net for BG's fourth goal.
Wells took a pass from center Jason Clark, spun, and beat Henriques to the far post. Reirden
picked up the other assist on the
goal scored at 7:15 of the second
period.
The Varsity Blues responded
at 9:09 with a power play goal by
forward John Andersen. Forward
Troy Mann carried the puck in on
a two-on-one break before sliding
the puck over to Andersen, who
avoided a diving poke check by
Falcon goaltender Will Clarke
and brushed it in the net behind
Clarke. Defenseman Kyle
Mussmacher tallied an assist on
the play along with Mann.
Holzinger netted his second
goal of the game at 1012, BG's
fifth of the game. Holzinger and
Hall worked the give-and-go to
perfection with Holzinger carrying the puck in and dropping it
for Hall who hit him in front of
the net for the score.

CINEMARK THEATRES
w

CINEMA 5 tTH
1234 N. fcUlflSt.
CAPIAMaON
K-" B-t-J 4 Mart," Sko*
POI3 IO0. ISO. 455. 7 15. V 75 >
UNOfl SEICC
1 10. 305.505. 7 10.9 *
CONSENI1NC ADULTS
Kw*« Kb*. Mo-, EfaobUi Mo»i'a«tai.o
* I 15. 3:15, SIS. 7 35. *"3S •

"It feels good. I struggled last
year at the beginning of the
season," Holzinger said. "It's
good to start off the season with a
couple of goals right away."
Reirden scored on a blast from
the right point after taking a pass
from center Brett Harkins at
13:13. Reirden's low rocket of a
shot clinked off the far post and
into the net.
Clark recorded his second
point of the night after he
jumped on a loose puck in front
of the net. Glen Mears took the original shot, but was denied by
Henriques. Clark's goal came at
18:25.
"I was very nervous before the
game and I finally got the jitters
out after the first period," Clark
said. "After that, I could really
concentrate on the game. I tried
to come out and play with as
much confidence as possible and
it paid off."
Senior right wing Rick Mullins
kept the puck alive and slid the
puck by Henriques as he tried to
cover the loose puck while laying
on the Ice. Mullin's goal, which
came at 14:13, was the third
period's only score. Wells and
Clarke picked up assists on the
play.
The two teams combined for 33
penalties and 66 penalty minutes,
but neither team could capitalize
on the power plays. BG was 1 for
9, with Carper netting the only
goal. Toronto went 1 for 8, as a
result of Andersen's goal.
A big scuffle erupted at 16:54
of the third period as a result of
crashing and banging along the
boards, resulting in four minute
penalties for Carper, Holzinger,
Toronto's Darren Kennedy, and
Neil Smith. BG's Craig Mittleholt
and UTs Scott McKinley each
received two-minute roughing
penalties.
Henriques faced 42 shots,
stopping 3i. On the other side,
Clarke faced eight shots in two
periods before being replaced by
senior Angelo Libertucci. l.ili
ertucci stopped all eight shots he
faced during the third period.

The BG Ncwa/TIm Narmaa

Falcon Brandon Carper battles for the puck against Ted Wilson
of Toronto during BG's victory this weekend. The Falcons are
1-0 on the year while Toronto is 5-2.

J .uur
MAC SUMMARIES

176 E. Wooster
353-3030
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Associated

Press

1. Mumil6 (Ii

A- 24.409

2. Washington (6-0)
3. Michigan (5 0 1)
4. Alabama (7-0)
5. Texas A&M (6-0)
6. Florida Stale (6-1)
7. Georgia (6-1)
8. Nebraska (4-0-1)
9. Colorado^-0-1)

TEAM STATISTICS
Fini Downs
Rushes-yards

IT
21
38-155

Peiiing yards
Return yards
Piuet

156
30
13-31-1

Punu
l-umblc. U.ll
Penalties-yards
Possession Time

5-206
2-1
5-42
26:51

10. Notre Dame (4-1-1)
BGSU
24

11. Boston College (5-0-1)

47-206
IK 4

13. Washington St. (6-0)

18
34-20-2
5-145
0-0

tins
33:09

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—UT. Meger 11-35. McBeth 19117, Goodwin 1-5. BGSU, Johnson 1-9.
While 13-1. Jickson 23-112.
PASSING—UT. Meger 13-31-1-156.
BGSU, While 20-33-2-184.
RECEIVING— UT. Boyd 5-83. Goodwin
3-34, McBeth 2-10. Brunswick 1-16.
Brmslord 1-5, Morgan 1-8. BGSU.
Szlachcic 2-37. Smith 6-61. Jackson 323. Hawkins 3-20. Johnson 2-14. Long 214, Redd 2-15.

MIGHTY DOCKS
PC 100. 3O0.5O0. 'O0. 9X .

The

Toledo
3
0 0 6-9
0-10
Bowling Green
7
0 3
IT- liinni. 35 Held goal
BG- Jackson. 1 run (Leive kick)
BG- Leaver. 42 field goal
UT- McBeth. 12 run (Felled 2pt.
conv.)

Next Saturday'! Games
Bowling Green at Akron
Central Michigan at Ball Slate.
Ohio at Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan at Kent
Toledo at Miami

12. Syracuse (5-1)
14. Pcnn Slate (5-2)

15. Southern Cal (5-2)
16. Stanford (5 2)

17. Tennessee (5-2)
18. Clcmson (4-2)
19. Georgia Tech (4-2)

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Florida (3-2)
Arizona (3-2-1)
Kansas (5-1)
N.C. State (5-2-1)
Virginia (5-2)

25. Mississippi St. (4-2)

Top 25

Classified
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
BG Fal Rummage Sale
I unity United Methodist Church
200 N Surnmi St. • B G
Oct. 19 through Oct. 22
8 30 am 5 30 pm
Oct. 23 6:30- 3:00pm
Two BAG DAYS Oct 22 & 23
"All you can get in a grocery tack for $1 25 "
BG Noor Kiwan i Club Pancake Day
Sat Oct. 24 Serving 7am to 6pm
Featuring Bob Evans pancake A sausage
Tickets at door
BG Senior High School W Poo Rd
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'Sigma Kappa Ltl Apnl Norton &gma Kappa
Do you think you know.
who your Big will be'
Donl be too sure.
Its not easy to tee
A week of dues and surprises too,
An Awesome family is wailing for you ■
Tonight is the night tor you to see.
What a great &g/Lil pair we wdl be1
Love. Your &g i»

DG' DG * TWIN * OG ' DG
TERRA PROCTOR
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY'
LITB.AtMEE
DG * DG ' DG ' DG * DG
DG'DG'TWIN'DG'DG
MELLISSA MCKURNW
WELCOME TO THE FAMILYi
LITB.AIMEE
DG'DG'DG'DG'DG

- Delta Sigma PI Lydia,
Happy 21 st B day Roomie*
Love.

Beoilejuice1

Walking Jim
Walking Jim
Walking Jim
Hike Storyteller Songwriter Adventurer
(Walking Jim Slollr)
it2LifeSoence8 00

WANTED

EAR PIERCING
aiKlevera
$4.99 and up
125N Mam St.
353 6691

Campus Reps wanted
We art eaeking hghry moBvated students lor
part tme employment with growing company
Positon is wel paid Contact Malt Henmger at
Works Corp
1 800-899 WORK

Golden Key
General Meeting
Oct 2O-9pml00BA

Desperate"1 Need 2 female roomatei IO share
apl $140 per mo • elec. Close to campus
Call 352-1367. ask for Kalynn

Be There
Caribbean Assoc is having its 8th Annual One
Love REOGAE party. 9pm. Sat Oct. 24. Unon
Ballroom Mus»c is by the ARK Band.
Panel Discussion on women's health issues
Oct 19th in 204 Moseley Hall Irom
7 30-10.30pm. Includes discussion on effective
contraceptives and sterilization Sponsored by
Women's ReproducDve Right* Organization.
STUDENT OflGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
are available m Room 405 Student Services
Stop and gel you copy while supplies last
Win Free Music From Finders'"
Purchase your HSA raffle ticket tor merely
Si 00 and gain a chance to win * (her a $50 or
130 gift certificate or a package ol 3 CD's
Check tt out at the Untoo Oct 1f>24.
Women's Reproductive Rights Organaaton
will be holdmg a silent sit in on Wed., Oct 21,
1992 al 1:30pm in the Union to protest the gag
rulewhich went inio effect on Oct 1.1992.
Women's Reproductive Right's Organization
will be holding a candlelight vigil tor all women
who have died in unsafe and 'legal abortions
II will be held on Oct 19 al 7:00pm in the Unon
Oval.

LOST & FOUND
Found. Women's designer Mutch in Union
Ladies Room Call 666 8106

SERVICES OFFERED

ABORTION
1 800-367 2036
Toledo Medical Services
Free pregnancy lest
Special ratee for students.
Andre Andre Andre Andre
Congrats on being 1992 93 Homecoming King
for B G S U I knew you would do ill F- the resi.
Your Best Friend Forever
Andre Andre Andre Andre
AOTT ' Amy K. Lisa P. L«a V ■ AOTT
Triple**!?!?
Welcome to the family ■
Three littles means three times
tie love I couldn't be happier'
Alpha love,
Your&g,
AOTT'Jod*-AOTT
ATTENTION RUSH GROUP#5
Get exoied for a reunion"
Meet al (he new Myles al 4 30 on Thursday.
October 221
Wear your letters1 See ya theni
Attention Student Teachers Teaching Spring
Semester
It's time tor required TB Skin Teats
Coat: MOO
Location: BGSU Student Health Service
Refer to dates A times thai correspond with the
initial of your last name
S-Z Tuesday, Oct. 20 5-7 pm

interested m becoming a Big Sister to a 3rd.
4th or St) grade girl? For more into, call JiH.
353-4924. Tina. 353-4223, or Michelle.
353-6113
Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services.
Call 354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and ntarnship programs in Australia
We represent 28 Australian Universities. Call
us toll free 1 800-24S257S

Be pan of the Nations largest and best
Leadership Honor Society...
Omtcron Delta Kappa is taking applications
tor membership
Appkcaions available 405 Student ServicesAndUAO office
Due: November 2nd
BOND WEEK
Buy any Video at regular pnce and reoeve any
James Bond Video Free E up res 10/23/92.
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS 354 5283
140E Woosler

PERSONALS
-BAHAMASThere Is still room lo go
over Spring Break!!!
It's worth 2 credit hours'
Donl mlea Ihe meeting In the Union
Faculty Lounge. Mon . Oct 19.4 pm
Call N ik oi. 2-1264) lor details.
•••BAHAMAS —

The brothers o' Pi Kappa Phi proudly announce the recent engagement ol Lance
Dfossman and M.ndy Ruck ol U of T
UN N0CHE OE MUSICA Y BAILE HISPANIC
A Night of Hispanic Music and Dance TUESAY
OCT 20 ICE ARENA 730 • 1030 FREE
FOOD. MUSIC. DANCE COME LEARN THE
MERINGAE AND SALSA SPONSOR:
GHADUATE STUDENT SENATE.
UN NOCHE DE MUSICA Y BAIE HISPANIC A Nght of Hispanic Music and Dance TUESDAY OCT. 20 ICE ARENA 730 - 10 30 FREE
FOOD. MUSIC. DANCE COME LEARN THE
MERINGAE AND SALSA SPONSOR:
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE.
UN NOCHE DE MUSICA Y BAILE HISPANIC A Nght ol Hispan* Music and Dance TUESDAY OCT 20 ICE ARENA 7 30- 10 30 FREE
FOOD. MUSIC. DANCE. COME LEARN THE
MERINGAE AND SALSA. SPONSOR:
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE.

CLUB SOP
Call Us To Book Your Next
Social Event 353 3030 i/6f Woos:er
Sigma Kappa Jodie Lewis
Tonights the night
youll find out,
what Big-Little's
anabouti
Love. Your B<g
Sigma Kappa LIT Sarah
You're the best, have a Great Dayl
I hope you are psyched tor tonight.
Love, Your Big
SUPPORT GROUP
If you've released your baby tor adoption, or
are considering doing so and need some support, jom us on Mon. nights al 7pm. Call
354-4673 tor into.
WHY PAY RENT?
If you are bred of throwing
your money away for rent.
but cant afford a house.
you should consider owning a
mobile home while you attend school

JOAN, TANA, AMY & MINDY
I'm so glad you're part of my O PHI AF amity"
You are all the BEST i
O PHI A Love.
Your Big/Grand A Great BIG • Shannon

Female rmie wanted to share house. Own
room Backyard/deck Off street parking.
$22S/mo. Call 352 5475or 353-1648
Female subtoaser needed for Spring 1993 2
bdrm Apt close to campus |i50/mo. plus
elec Call 352 4666

Need a break from midterms? Come to tie
Undergraduate Alumni Association's general
meeting tor the Extern Experience, our week
long mint-in lem ship *i your career field The
meeting wil be held in Room 102, Business
Administration Building. Wednesday, October
2i. 1992. at 8 00pm Any questions"> Please
cornel Chns Soins at 372 6849

Richard Potasky Jewelers in the Woodland
mall is now accepting applications tor Chnst
mas help

Menus Sale ' New Indola Line
Campus Headquarters Salon
Mon-Thurs. 10 8. Fr. Sat 10-6

Sublease' needed for second semester
Utilities included m rent.
Call 353-3922

SET YOUR WATCHES FOR TIMEX FfTNESS
WEEK
AT THE STUDENT REC CENTER

Subleaser needed for Spring 93 to share 1
bdrm. apt. Very close to campus. H75/mo. •
elec Call Becky. 352-4947.

M 10/19 Introduction to weights and warm up
T 10.20 Timei Condition Competition
W102i Poker RurvWaJk/Swim
TH1022 World's Largest Aerobic Oast
F 10/23 Mni-Tnathlon
Call 372-7482 or 372-2711 tor more into'
SKJ KAPLIL' TARA SIG KAP
WELL THE BKS DAY HAS FINALLY ARRIVED
ANO NOW YOU'LL GET YOUR "BIG" SURPRISE
A WONDERFUL ADDITION. YOU WILL SEE.
TO THE BEST SIGMA KAPPA FAMILY
I CANT WAIT i
SIGMA LOVE.
7YOURGRANDBIG?
Sigma Chi
Delta Gamma
Josh. Happy Anrversaryi These have been the
best tour years of my life. I want to be with your
forever)
Love Always.
MKheiiefPeg)

SPRING SEMESTER HOUSEMATE
RIGHT ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
OWN BEDROOM H60.MONTH . UTIL
CALL 352-5068

HELP WANTED
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home Easy1 No selling
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEInformation-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright #0H171KDH
$252 50
Set 50 funny, college T-shirts and make
$252.50 No 'inanoal obligation A Risk Free
program. Avg sales nme ■ 4-6 hours. Choose
from 16 designs Smaller/La/get quantities a<
vail CalM 800-733-3265
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
%2 000./month, world travel Holiday. Summer and Career employment available No expenence necessary For employment program
cain-206-545-4155 em. CS544
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our circulars! Begin NOWL. FREE packet! SEYS.
Dept. 235. Boi 4000. Cordova. TN
38018-4000.

SIGMA KAPPA ' LIL JENNY * SIGMA KAPPA
Tonight's the mght
Just wail and see
What a great Bg/l ii pair
We wil bem
Love.
Bg?
SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA

Earn $2000 * Free Spring Break Tripe!
North America's * 1 Student Tour Operator
seeking motivated students, organizations.
fraternities and BOroriBes as campus
representatives promot^g
Canoun, or Daytona Beach'
Call 1 800-365 4654

Sigma Kappa Christen Logan
Gel ready tor tonight.
Nwi-lbeMed
with laughs and games
I'm sure it will end
wiih a great big bang.
Just think.
Soon you'll know your
real Big's name i
Sigma Kappa Christen Logan

FULL TIME-P.T.
$•25 TO START
Company expanding
Several positions available
Flexible schedule around classes
Call now at 321-5365

Sigma Kappa Kathleen S-gma Kappa
The 'Big' night has come
where my identity will be true
I |Utt can't wait

'ill you know me loo'
Don't be late!
See you tomghti
Sg Kap Love, Your Bg?
Sigma Kappa Kathleen Sigma Kappa

Call and ask how you can
save thousands of dollars
dunng your academic stay
aiBGSU

Thank you All Pope tor all of your hard work on
HomecoiTvng
WeWoniii

Sieve 352 5331
Century 21 A A. Green Realty

Love, Your Pledge Sisters
XOXOXOXO

xo xo xo xo

Telemarketing position available
in Perrysburg. Pa/1 time or full-time
Call 874 0800

FOR SALE
84 Pontiac 6000 STE. new tires, exhaust.
loaded, sunrool. immaculate Can 352-3664
87 Honda CRX
great condition. a*r, cruse
$4700 Call 372 4808
1980 VW JETA automatic, rebuill engine.
■M:xico'-i:.o- $'600 Ca.'354 6671
1982 Honda Motorcycle. CM450 Custom
Only 7.000 miles Seasonally priced1
Call Ron. 352 3603
1985 Tempo
Low mileage. $1700 00
Call 419-878^5380
CHEAP! FBI-US SEIZED
89MERCEDES
$200
86VW
$50
87MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25
FREE lntormanon-24 Hour Hotline
801 379-2929 Copyright* OH17KJC
IBM coi^paiiDio compute- w.th two 5 1/4 c^sk
drives, 512 K memory, and monochrome
screen. $185 or best offer. Cafl Jocetyn al
372-S974 after 6 00pm
PracticaRy New
Tandy Word Proceaeor
372-3454
TANDY 1400LT-H3M compatible, portable laptop 640K RAM Dual 3 1/2 inch. 720 K dnves.
Call 362-6100.
VELODYNE LOUO SPEAKERS
$125
CALL 353 « 522

FOR RENT
Apartment for subleasing from Dec. 92. 724 S
College f 7 2 bedrooms. 1 1/2 baths, unfurnished Call 354-6428 after 5 pm.
For rent BG apl. 2 bd. i BA, ig kitchen, parking, laundry. Heal A a* cond No pels
$360/mo. Avail. 11/15 8/15/93. Close to
campus if interested call Sandra 353-4116
Furnished Efficiency
45iThursBn.#112 $275 mon*. $275 deposit,
tenant pays e*ec Available immeOatefy Con
tact John Newlove Real Estate 354-2260

MICKEY DOES

OVFRSEAS JOBS $900 2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round All countries, al fields. Free info.
Write UC. PO Box 52 0403. Corona Del Mar
CA 92625

Toledo
Medical
Services, Inc**></,
.».M|
Reproductive Health Care
for Women

Telemarketing positions now available Musi
be reliable & motivated Guaranteed $4 25/hr
plus commission based on sales ability. Minimum of 15 hrs per week. eves. 4 weekends
required Apply Mon thru Fn after 4 00 at 113
N Main.
EBSCO Telemarketing Service

Abortion to 17 Weeks

The Color Works Collegiate Painters is tooiung
tor students to serve in management positons
m select Ohio, Michigan and Indiana ones during the summer of 1993. Earnings begin at
$3,000 Top producer last summer made
$11,000 plus. For more info
call
1 800^771001.

All Services Strictly Confidential

24 IIR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
5164 Monroe St.
Toledo. Ohio
1-800-367-2036
*
885-5700
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It's grand-slam entertainment
Bill James speaks on the popular appeal of baseball statistics
by Chris Abbruziese
contributing reporter
The annual Ohio Statistics Conference was held this weekend at
the University, where about 100
students and instructors from
around the state attended the
event.
Baseball writer Bill James, author of "The Baseball Book
1992," was the featured speaker
Saturday. James, who is well

known for his analysis of baseball statistics, spoke about
Sabermetrics, which is answering questions about baseball using statistics.
James said the term Sabermetrics refers to the Society of
American Baseball Research and
the search for objective knowledge about baseball.
"The ways in which we understand baseball statistics are quite
different than the way we use
statistics for anything

else,"James said.
These statistics are used by
baseball writers and announcers
every day of the season, but are
most avidly sought after by a
most unusual statistically hungry
group.
"It seems improbable that an
industry could be built on selling
math to seventh graders," James
said. "But it has, and it's called
baseball cards."
Baseball statistics are interesting in a way that other statistics

are not as interesting to most
people. "The numbers aren't
functioning as numbers," he said.
"They're functioning as a kind of
a language, they tell a story."
Baseball statistics tell a lot of
different things about a player
without needing to see the player
perform. Individual statistics
like steals can tell if a player is
fast or slow. Home runs will tell
if a player is a power hitter.
See STATS, page two.

Weather
Today, mostly sunny. The
high 40 to 45. Tonight, increasing cloudiness. The
low 25 to 30. Tuesday, mostly cloudy. A chance of
showers in the afternoon.
The high near 50. The
chance of rain is 40 percent.

Outside Campus
You're loaded, eh?
PIKEV1LLE, Ky. (AP) - A
man charged with drunk
driving said he doesn't think
his horse should be considered a non-motorized vehicle under the law.
"She's got a mind of her
own," Mark A. Whitt said of
his trusty 2-year-old filly,
Mable. "I don't think a vehicle has a mind."

Inside The News
The BG NcwB/Tim Normao

The mud flies:
Senate Candidates John
Glenn and Mike DeWine
went at it tooth and nail.
U Page two.

Lottery
Super Lotto
7-8-26-36-42-46
Kicker
6-4-S-8-6-1
Pick 3 Numbers
7-5-8
Pick 4 Numbers
0-9-4-8
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

The baseball writer Bill James explains how the information contained In statistics can show a player's hope, determination and
failure throughout his career. James, who spoke Saturday after-

noon In the Towers Inn, Is well known for his analysis of baseball
statistics.

Man, 19, to be tried for assault
either the prosecution or defense.
"I don't anticipate any motions
being filed by either side [before
Matthew Paxson of Bradner the trial]," said Drew Hanna,
will stand trial Nov. 6 in Bowling Paxson's attorney.
Green Municipal Court for an alleged assault that left a Bowling
Paxson, 19, pled not guilty earGreen woman unconscious ear- lier this month to charges of aslier this month.
sault, criminal damaging and reThe date was set by Judge sisting arrest. He has also deJames Bachman during a pre- cided against a jury trial, opting
trial conference held Friday instead to try his case to a judge.
morning at the municipal court.
City Prosecutor Marty Smith
No motions were filed by said.
by Chris Miller
courts reporter

On Oct. 4 Bowling Green Police the fight when she was pushed
responded to a call that a woman and then picked up and slammed
was knocked unconscious outside against the ground by Paxson,
College Station, 1616 East Woos- the police report states.
terSt.
Paxson was allegedly being
After officers had placed Pax"restrained by several subjects" son under arrest and in the back
and the victim was lying motion- of a patrol car, he allegedly beless outside the bar when offi- gan kicking the plexiglass particers arrived on the scene.
tion that divides the front and
back seats. When officers opened
Witnesses at the scene told the door of the patrol car to stop
police Paxson had been involved Paxson, he pushed past officers
in a fight outside the bar. The and had to be chased down and
victim was attempting to get past handcuffed, the report says.
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Glenn challenges DeWine Molester reapplies
to 'get back on the issues' for nursing license
The Associated Press
The Associated Press

DAYTON - U.S. Senate candidates John Glenn and Mike DeWine clashed often during an
hour-long debate over such issues as abortion and negative
campaign advertisements.
At one point in the debate Saturday, an agitated Glenn, the
Democratic incumbent, challenged DeWine, the Republican
lieutenant governor, to promise
an end to negative campaigning.
"This has been the most negative campaign, and ... I challenge
you to take a pledge with me, as I
asked you to do the day you announced, that we both will get
back on the issues," Glenn said.
"There will be no more character assassination, no more personal attacks from either one of
us, and from here to Election
Day, we will talk on the issues,"
he added.
Glenn rose from his chair and
offered to shake hands with DeWine.
But DeWine said he would
agree to such a pledge only if
Glenn produces personal checks
to show how he spent a $200,000
campaign contribution from
Charles Keating, the former savings and loan executive.
Glenn said he already has dis-

closed how the money was spent.
The tough words continued
after the debate.
Glenn accused DeWine of
avoiding a pledge to stop the attacks.
"When he wants to take his
negative ads off the air, we'll talk

"There wil be no more
character assassination, no
more personal attacks from
either one of us, and from
here to Election Day, we wil
talk on the issues."
-John Bern

about the issues from that point
on," Glenn said. "I disagree with
the negative campaigning."
DeWine blamed Glenn for the
tone of the campaign.
"I just wish that he would answer the question about the
$200,000 in secret corporate
money that he got from Charles
Keating," DeWine said.
During the debate, the candidates also clashed over abortion.
Glenn has run television commercials underscoring his sup-

port for legalized abortion.
"He has three ads on this issue
when there are so many other issues out then: to be discussed,"
DeWine said. "He's never before
highlighted it in a campaign."
Glenn said that he also has had
campaign ads focusing on education, government reform and
health care. He criticized DeWine for using his wife, Frances,
in an advertisement responding
to Glenn's abortion rights position.
"Don't hide behind your wife,
Mike DeWine," Glenn said.
The debate was shown on public television station WPTD.
Members ofThe Dayton Daily
News' editorial board asked
questions.
DeWine spokeswoman Caryn
Candisky said the Republican
clearly won. She said Glenn left
many unanswered questions
about his Keating donation and
his unpaid 1984 presidential
campaign debt.
Glenn's campaign manager,
Dale Butland, said the Democrat
pinpointed the basic issue as the
economy, including the need to
change from trickle-down economic theories, which DeWine
wants to perpetuate.

CLEVELAND -- A former
nurse who prosecutors say admitted taking drugs and raping
brain-damaged patients in California and Utah is trying to get
his license back to help others, a
newspaper reported Sunday.
David Terry Thompson, 39, of
Cleveland Heights, said in documents he submitted in court that
therapy he received in prison
means he no longer is a threat to
society, The Plain Dealer said.
If Thompson returned to his
profession he could help others
overcome their problems, said
his wife, Nancy Thompson.
"Who can help better in the
process of recovery than one who
has walked the walk, and talked
the talk?" she said. "He wants to
go back and make a difference
with people who are in the stages
of crisis around addiction that he
has worked through."
But Geauga County Prosecutor
David P. Joyce said Thompson's
1988 conviction in Geauga
County for molesting a 3-year-old
should stay on his record and he
applied for licenses in California
and Missouri this year but was
rejected because he didn't disclose his felony record. Thompson appealed both rejections.
In 1982, California and Utah
revoked Thompson's license for

abusing the painkiller Demerol,
the newspaper said.
Prosecutors said he wrote letters, which are now part of court
documents, detailing his sexual
contact with children, rapes of
brain-damaged patients and
abuse of painkillers stolen from
hospitals.
Mrs. Thompson said her husband wants to work in mental
health and rehabilitation. Since
his release from prison last year,
he has run a carpet-cleaning
business.
"I'm glad he thinks he has rehabilitated now, but certainly the
violation of trust that occurred
demands that he no longer be put
in a position where he would be
tempted to return to his allegedly
cured ways," Joyce said.
A hearing about clearing
Thompson's record of the conviction is scheduled for Nov. 4.
Robert Troll Lynch, Thompson's lauyer, didn't return telephone calls to his office last
week, the newspaper said. No one
answered the phone at Lynch's
office Sunday, and there was no
listing for his residence.
A telephone listing for the
Thompsons was not immediately
available. Thompson could not be
reached for comment because he
was in California looking for
work, his wife told the newspaper.

STATS
Continued from page one.

"Baseball statistics usually
function as words and a line
would function as a sentence,"
James said. "Put the sentences
together and they function as a
paragraph."
He said these compilations of
statistics do something that no
other group of statistics do in our

Where do you go to
find the best shopping
atmosphere in town?

culture. "They tell a story involv- ic pillar of excellence that pitching the hope, determination and ers are judged by is winning 20
failure of a baseball players ca- games.
He said that with all of the
reer," James said.
James makes his living taking pitchers in the league who get 30
what the baseball annoucers say starts during the year, there is a
and finding out whether it is true 5 percent chance that one pitcher
by using a statistical model. For will win 20 games by luck. "Bill
example, he said that one specif- Gullikson was that pitcher last
year, because in every identifiable sense he was average. He got
some lucky breaks."
However, James said that if
you try to tell this to a baseball
man, it is construed as an insult.

Pheasant Room
Specials

m %*l• Monday Lunch Special •
GRILLED ROCK SHRIMP

•i

*•

on Fried Rice
with Vegetable

$4.50

"Baseball men put a hundred
times more faith in the statistics
they see than is justified," he
said. 'They may say they don't
like statistics, but they trust
them absolutely and implicitly."
Ohio...
Working Tosieihei

Located in the University Union
I »IMI;;.:J \iiis
Ohi. D.J.H-.IU ol tWallh
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Poll shows widening gap Group starts to fix
In presidential standings Andrew's damage
Clinton gains despite attacks by Bush, Quayle
About six in 10 of those quesdebate Oct. 11 showed the Democratic challenger with 44 per- tioned, 58 percent, said they becent, Bush 35 percent and Perot lieved Clinton has the honesty
and Integrity to serve as presiWASHINGTON - Democrat 12 percent.
dent.
Bill Clinton emerged from a
Some 751 registered voters
Additionally, 56 percent said
week of debates and attacks on
his character with a growing lead were questioned by telephone by they were satisfied with the
in the presidential race, accord- the Gallup Organization on Oct. Democratic candidate's response
ing to a Newsweek poll released 15-16. The margin of potential to allegations about his insampling error was plus or minus volvement in anti-war demonSaturday.
strations as a college student and
The poll, conducted after two four percentage points.
The latest poll appeared to his vacation trip to Moscow in the
presidential and one vice presidential debates, showed Clinton show that the attacks by Bush same period.
The latter figure is an increase
with 46 percent of the vote, and Vice President Dan Quayle
George Bush with 31 percent and on Clinton's character and his from 49 percent in the magadraft status during the Vietnam zine's poll conducted the preRoss Perot with 14 percent.
War had little effect.
vious week.
A similar poll before the first

Volunteers hope to put up 200 homes

The Associated Press

Baker: The miracle worker?
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - What began
as a familiar call to James A.
Baker III to rescue President
Bush's stalled re-election campaign has escalated to a promise
that he would take charge of the
economy in a second term. And
other aides raised the possibility
he would deliver a major speech
this week.
Not in anyone's political memory has a top aide come so close
to virtually pre-empting the
presidential candidate. Was this
an admission by Bush that his old
friend, his man for all jobs and
seasons, was more credible with
voters than he, the president?
Will Baker, or Bush even, get a
second chance?
"It's very strange. They
clearly are looking for a miracle
worker," said Robert Schmuhl,
an associate professor of Ameri-

can studies at Notre Dame.
Baker has the resume. Undersecretary of commerce during
the Ford administration. White
House chief of staff during Ronald Reagan's first term, and treasury secretary in his second. The
day after the election in 1988,
Bush announced his secretary of
state. His choice was Baker.
His reputation for getting the
job done began in 1976, when
President Gerald R. Ford recruited him to help overcome a
Republican nomination challenge
from Ronald Reagan. Before
long, Baker's code name on the
White House communications
system was "Miracle Worker."
That reputation persists, justified in part by a remarkable record in government and politics,
as well as a dazzling collection of
newspaper clips. No one in Washington more assiduously cultivates the media and protects his
image than Baker.

The Ark Bond

A common thread is Baker's
insistence that he is not a politician.
He'd like to be remembered as
a figure of substance, as treasury
secretary and even more as secretary of state. When he got that
job four years ago, Baker
thought he had finally moved
above the seamy business of politics.
But he could never shake free.
It was politics that brought him
this far and politics wouldn't let
him go. Politics and George
Bush.
Try to sum up what makes the
Baker legend and it comes down
to pretty basic virtues. He is
fiercely competitive and works
harder than nearly anybody, has
a terrific eye for detail, is charming and utterly ruthless. He has
an unerring instinct for power
and a remarkable talent for turning up at the right hand of presidents.

The Associated Press

HOMESTEAD. Fla. - About
SO volunteers from Habitat
for Humanity staked out a
beachhead Saturday in the
battle to rebuild after Hurricane Andrew, working on
foundations for the first of
200 houses.

"We're just getting
started, but out of this
will grow 200 homes."
-Jeff Springer,
president. Habitat tor
Humanity, Miami
chapter
Students, lawyers, carpenters, prison guards and
teachers labored together on
a hot, sunny day on six threebedroom homes. Future
homeowners also pitched in.

The non-profit ecumenical
Christian organization, whose
most famous volunteer is
former President Carter, has
raised $4.5 million toward a
goal of $6 million for new
homes in Florida.
But the volunteers acknowledged the daunting
scale of their task. The hurricane left an estimated 180,000
people homeless or displaced.
"It's sickening. I didn't realize how serious the damage
was. I've never seen anything
like this in my life," said
Shelby Matonek, a freshman
from Wheeling Jesuit College
in Wheeling, W.Va
The Miami Habitat affiliate
had planned to put up 12 to IS
homes this year. After the
hurricane it raised its goal to
200 in 18 months.
"It's a mustard seed," said
Jeff Springer, president of
the organization's Miami
chapter. "We're just getting
started, but out of this will
grow 200 homes."
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Talks free up road for aid delivery
by John Danlszewski
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - Bosnian army
commanders on Saturday agreed
to remove a barricade from a
major road that had blocked the
delivery of hundreds of tons of
relief supplies to the needy capital.
The decision ended a contest of
wills between Bosnian and U.N.
forces, and followed afternoon
negotiations among government,
army and U.N. officials.
Gen. Mustafa Hajrulahovic,
speaking at Bosnian army headquarters, said the road connect-

ing Sarajevo airport to the city
would be cleared early Sunday
out of concern for the city's
400,000 residents.
Hajrulahovic said the army did
not retract its accusations that
Serb rebels planned to use the
road to mount an armored attack
on government-held suburbs,
cutting them off from the rest of
the city.
But he said his forces would install anti-tank weapons and rely
on the United Nations to ensure
that the Serbs do not violate an
agreement that the road not be
used for military purposes.
U.N. officials could not be

reached immediately for comment.
Hundreds of tons of relief aid
had piled up at Sarajevo airport
while government troops and the
United Nations dickered over the
roadblock.
Desperation in Sarajevo over
the airport road cutoff deepened
with the suspension of aid shipments along the newly opened
Mosl.ir Sarajevo route, the most
direct overland way to the capital.
U.N. refugee officials in
neighboring Zagreb, Croatia,
where the relief operation is coordinated, said they ordered the
suspension because two convoys

were shelled along the road. No
one was hurt in the attacks, the
U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees said in a statement.
The disruption dealt a blow to
plans to boost overland food deliveries before winter sets in.
The U.N. statement said officials
would try to negotiate another
agreement on safe passage.
Sarajevo was relatively quiet
after overnight fighting in
several western suburbs.
But Croatian radio reported
heavy Serb artillery attacks on
the northern Bosnian towns of
Maglaj and Bihac, where Serb

rebels are trying to expand their
control of the region. Much of
Maglaj was in flames, the radio
said, but there was no independent confirmation.
At least 14,000 people have
died in fighting and more than 1
million are homeless since ethnic
Serbs took up arms against Bosnia's majority Muslims and
Croats, who voted in February to
secede from Serb-dominated Yugoslavia
The Unted Nations predicted
last month that hundreds of
thousands of people could die of
starvation or expos'.ire as the war
heads into its first full winter.

Thousands mourn death Somalian general
of former German leader objects to troops
by Larry Tharson
The Associated Press

BERLIN - Germany bade
farewell to Willy Brandt on Saturday with a grand state funeral
that drew thousands of people
who mourned a statesman who
helped reconcile postwar
Europe.
The former mayor of West
Berlin and chancellor of West
Germany died Oct. 8 at age 78,
deeply affecting many Germans
who felt Brandt had rescued
their country's reputation after
the dark epoch of Nazism.
More than 14,000 people filed
past his coffin as it lay in state
Friday, and thousands more
came Saturday to see the state
funeral at the Reichstag, the historic site of Germany's parliament near where the Berlin Wall
divided the city for 28 years.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl said
Brandt, the 1971 Nobel Peace

Prize laureate, contributed much
to Germany's position of respect
in the world and had seen his
mission as building bridges of
peace to the Communist world
and to poorer nations.
"Because of his own experiences with two totalitarian dictatorships on German soil, Willy
Brandt knew that Germany is a
difficult fatherland," Kohl said.
"He wanted Germans to identify
with the good traditions of their
history, without blotting out the
bad chapters from their memory."
During the Nazi era, Brandt
fled to Scandinavia. He returned
after World War II and plunged
into Social Democratic politics.
He was mayor of West Berlin in
1961 when East Germany built
the wall that left his city an
island in a Communist ocean.
In 1969, his rise to chancellor
of West Germany was seen as
confirming democracy's roots,
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because it was the first change in
the governing party since World
War II.
Brandt's policy of Ostpolitik the opening to East Germany
and Moscow in the early 1970s is credited as a forerunner of
the developments that brought
the end of the Cold War in the
late 1980s and the unification of
Germany in 1990.
Former Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev was among the
foreign guests, along with
French President Francois Mitterrand, Britain's Prince Charles,
Austrian Chancellor Franz Vranitzky, European Community
Commission President Jacques
Delors, Venezuelan President
Carlos Andres Perez and U.N.
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali.
The chief U.S. dignitary was
Sen. Clalborne Pell, D-R.I.,
chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
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The Associated Press

MOGADISHU, Somalia I. Somalia's main warlord on
Saturday reiterated his opposition to U.N. plans to send
additional troops to this fractured, starving nation.
Relief agencies, however,
frustrated by the looting that
has made the delivery of aid a
dangerous, often impossible
task, urged the United Nations to pour in thousands of
troops over Gen. Mohammed
Farrah Aidid's objections.
The U.N. Security Council
on Friday warned Somali factions to stop blocking the distribution of humanitarian aid
and the deployment of additional soldiers to protect it, or
take responsibility for aggravating a humanitarian nightmare.
But the stern words, like
others from the world body,
produced no change in Aidid's
position.

"Any foreign troops which
will be deployed ... will create
tensions," he told a news conference. He repeated oftmade claims that his forces
could provide sufficient security for aid workers and
supplies.
By some estimates, half of
the 180,000 tons of emergency aid sent this year to
Somalia has been stolen, aggravating the plight of a
country where more than
100,000 people have died
from drought and warfare
and 2 million more are at immediate risk of starving.
Aidid only reluctantly
agreed to allow 500 armed
U.N. troops into Mogadishu,
where they are to safeguard
humanitarian work at the port
and airport, the main points
of entry for relief supplies.
Any more than that, he says,
would infringe on Somalia's
sovereignty.
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Men, drinking called 'dangerous mix'
Researchers: Alcohol, aggressive attitudes make assault more likely
by John Williams
College Press Services

ORLANDO, Fla. - Men and
drinking can be a potentially
dangerous mix for women, researchers of sexual assault said
recently at a conference on campus rape.
More than 500 deans, faculty
members and campus security
personnel met for a three-day
conference in early October to
discuss sexual assault on campuses.
"Rape is an emotionally
charged issue that colleges can
deal with," said Bernice Sandier,
who works at the Center for
Women Policy Studies in Washington, DC. "Campus rape affronts women who haven't been
raped. All women are vulnerable.
It also has an impact on men.
They need to have better relationships with women."
Indeed, there were several
presentations that focused on

men and why they rape. Mary
Koss, who works at the College of
Medicine at the University of
Arizona, presented some statistics from a poll done at an upstate New York college. The survey found that 80 percent of the
male respondents wanted to dominate a woman, enjoyed the conquest of sex and had the attitude
that some women look like they're "just asking" to be raped.
"Men are attracted to the idea
of them being sexual aggressor.
Men negotiate relationships
based on myths, so men can misinterpret information," she said.
"Rape is an anger crime. Rape
can infer a desire to dominate."
There are demographic characteristics in males who rape, including hostility to women, hyper-masculinity, aggressive behavior, drug use and being a dangerous driver, she said. Additionally, the date rapist tends to
have had more sexual partners
than other men.
In studies Koss did, she found

CKuidiills

that 75 percent of the perpetrators had been drinking when the
date rape occurred, and that 50
percent of the victims had been
drinking. Alcohol itself won't
lead to arousal, because it's a depressant, she said; rather, it
builds the expectation of sex. A
man who is drunk is likely to be
directly aggressive with women
and, after a rape occurs, blame
the alcohol and not his own actions.
Of 460 men Koss surveyed at
the University of Arizona, 5 percent said that they had raped a
woman and 9 percent said they
had tried.
What is important to remember, said Jay Friedman, lectured on how the media depicts
sex, alcohol and power, is that
"rape is never, never, never the
woman's fault. Men will force a
woman to have sex to prove he's
heterosexual. Men become more
physical when their hormones
rage. Women want emotional and
verbal support."
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Percentage of rape crisis
counselors reporting increased
concern for each issue:
Danger of HIV infection or AIDS

|

71%]
Name being made public

40%]
Sexually transmitted disease risk

30%
Need for mental health counseling

23%]
Others knowing of rape

Others blaming victim for attack

I 16%|
Family knowing of rape

Jl0%
Based on 1990-91 national survey
SOURCE. National Victim Center
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Although alcohol is a factor in
date rapes, Koss discounted the
notion that fraternities are filled
with potential rapists. "The place
of residence does not predict
sexual aggression. It is people
who are aggressive and not the
environment," she said.
However, an environment that
does foster sexual aggression is
sports, she said, especially such
revenue sports as football and
basketball. Athletes tend to feel
elite and special, and live in an
environment that "reinforces
dominance on another person.
They can be insensitive to body
size," Koss said.
Sandier, with the Center for
Women Policy Studies, said that
colleges and universities are at
legal risk if there are no policies
regarding rape and sexual harassment. Additionally, schools
must develop and publicize educational programs dealing with
rape, have explicit rights posted
for rape victims and work with
the court systems and police.
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